The paper considers the problem of finding an upper bound for the Stop loss premium.
We will start with a brief sketch of the practical context in which this problem is relevant.
If it is reasonable to assume, that the accumulated claims variable of the underlying risk can be represented by a Compound Poisson Process, the foUowing data are needed for fixing the Stop loss premium: the claims intensity, the distribution of the claimsizes (jump-size variable).
in practical situations it is usually possible to find a reasonable estimate for the claims intensity (expected number of claims in a given period).
Generally speaking, however, it is not so easy to get sufficient data on the claimsize distribution. Ordinarily only its mean is kfiown. This deficiency in information can of course be offset by assuming the unknown distribution to be one of the familiar types, such as Exponential, Gamma or Pareto.
Stop loss premiums are however very sensitive to variations in the type of claimsize distribution and consequently it can make a lot of difference in the result what particular choice is made.
To gain some insight into the consequences of a specific assumption, it is useful to know within what range the premium can move for varying distributional suppositions. This means establishing an upper bound and a lower bound. The lower bound is trivially obtained if the mass of the claimsize distribution is solely concentrated at its mean. The upper bound on the other hand should correspond to the "worst" possible claimsize distribution. This means, that we have to look for a distribution which maximizes the Stop loss premium.
Thus posed the question could be interpreted as a problem in Variational Calculus.
An actual approach to this problem by Gagliardi/Straub El] and B(ihlmann [2] has been along different lines. They start with an assumption [3] for the maximizing distribution and subsequently prove the truth of their assumption.
It is intuitively clear that a condition for the existence of a maximizing distribution is, that the claimsize variable be restricted to a finite interval. An assumption which is consequently made in the papers mentioned.
We wiU prove in this paper that by making the additional assumption of unimodality, a reduction of the upper bound as found in the cited papers can be accomplished.
In a paper by Gerber [4] it is rightly argued that unimodality can realistically be imposed on many distributions which are relevant in the insurance field.
2. SOME DEFINITIONS For easy reference we cite the following: Definition 2.z: a realvalued function F defined on an interval I of the real line is convex on I if, for any two points x and y in I and any number t such that o < t < I,
The function F is concave if the inequahty sign is reversed.
From [5] page z55 we quote:
Definition 2.2: a distribution function F is unimodal with the mode at the origin if the graph of F is convex in (--oo, o) and concave in (o, oo). The unimodahty requires that F ts continuous with a possible exception at the origin.
Note: in what follows we will assume that the definition of unimorality implies continuity in the entire closed interval in which F is defined. (2) G*(x) = 0 otherwise We also require p < o. 5 
and E(Z) = E(Z*) = pM.
We shall show in section 4 that the variable Z* accomplishes an upper bound if replacing Z as a claimsize variable in the Stop loss premium. We will also show, that the upper bound produced by Z* is at most as high as that of Y*. To prove this we shall later need the following:
Lemma I: if a is an arbitrary real number and
If a is not in [0, 21//] the inequality is obviously true. If a is in [0, M] we get:
It follows that o
In view of o < a < M, the lemma is true.
or equivalently:
it follows that
This contradicts E(Z) : E(Z*) as required in accordance with the definition 3.z of Z* in section 3-Therefore the assertion is true.
Assertion 2: not more than one number satisfying (7) exists in Proof: assume there exist two such numbers s~ and se and let s,.
be the greater of the two. 
Note that we have e~<cluded the number ~i from [o, M] for which (7) is true by definition.
To increase readability we subdivide the proof in 4 assertions:
Assertion z: at least one number satisfying (7) exists in [o, M).
Proof: suppose that no such number existed. In view of the continuity of G and G* in [o, M) and the fact that
we must have in that case:
Since by definition G(o) = o and the unirqodMity of G implies convexity in (o, m) it follows (I) that:
Since for s~ identity (7) holds, we have: Assertion 3: not more than one number satisfying (7) exists in Ira, M). Except for minor changes the proof is analogous to that of assertion 2.
Assertion4: there cannot exist two numbers one belonging to [o, m] and one belonging to (m, M), which both satisfy (7).
Proof: assume to the contrary that two such numbers s, and s~ exist.
We then can write:
Si = (I-t2)~" + ti~I, tee (O, I). (I5)
Again recalling the definition 3.1 of G*, we note that:
c*(s,) = G*(h~) = (~ --t,) G*(o) + t~G*(m) (~6)
and
G*(s,) -~ G*[(I --t,)m ~-t2~ ~-(l --t,) G*(m) ~-~2G*(ll~) (IV)
by assumption:
using (18) we can write for (I6):
G:(s~) = (~ --t~) G*(o) + t~G*(m) (zo)
in the same manner, combining (17) and (I9):
) G*(m) + t,G*(M). (2x)
On the other hand, because of the ~ssumed unimodality we have the two inequalities:
Comparing (20) and (22) we find:
As by definition (2) G*(o) > o, we conclude:
' Comparing now (21) and (23) and noting that G(M) = G*(M) = I it is seen that:
from (26) we derive finally:
As the inequalities (25) and (27) contradict each other our initial assumption is proved untrue, which proves the assertion.
The 4 assertions which have been shown to be true prove the lemma 2. \vhich is equivalent to (3o). This proves the lemma.
In [2] it is shown that:
where S~ : Y~ and S~ = X; Y~ 
EE(S. --A) +] _< EE(S ~ --A)+]
(3z) with s, = z,. s; = z;. Proposition: the upper bound according to Z* as stated in the RHS of (32) is smaller or at the most equal to the upper bound resulting from Y*.
Proof: follows by applying to Lemma I the argument leading to Lemma 5 and subsequent use of the theorem.
5" NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE UPPER BOUND
We will now derive an expression which permits the numerical evaluation of the upper bound as stated in the RHS of (32). To simplify the algebra we will make use of the Laplace transform technique.
If g*(x) denotes the density of: 
The finite series (43) represents the bound of the Stop loss premium expressed in the maximum M.
6. CONCLUDI~'~ REMARK With the help of standard tables for Bessel functions, for example in E6~ actual calculation of the bound is quite easy in practice.
